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AMMORBI ' 
 

boreal - delicate - classic - soft - dolce vita - night blue 
 

SOFTENER FOR LAUNDRY 
 
  

FIELDS OF USE 
Liquid additive and hardness sequestering agent, for hand and machine washing leaves a delicate 
persistent scent. 
 
ADVANTAGES 
SUPER-ECO AMMORBI 'is specially designed to soften the garments and perfume them for a long 
time. 
SUPER-ECO SUSPENSION 
Thanks to its special formula, it stretches the fibers of the garments, facilitating ironing. 
SUPER-ECO AMMORBI 'with its special characteristics of persistence keeps the garments soft; the 
very persistent fragrance remains in the tissues for a long time 
SUPER-ECO AMMORBI 'must be used in the rinsing phase 
SUPER-ECO AMMORBI 'thanks to its components, it is non-polluting, therefore it does not leave toxic 
residues on the garments. 
SUPER-ECO AMMORBI 'works well even in cold water or at low temperatures, which makes the use 
of it even more advantageous as it reduces washing times and also provides significant savings in the 
energy required for heating the water. The use is totally safe, for the operator and for all types of 
garments, delicate and otherwise, since SUPER-ECO AMMORBI 'stretches the fibers. 
 
AMMORBI 'guarantees the absence of limescale residues on the garments thanks to special substances 
that soften the water. 
 
SUPER-ECO AMMORBI 'is not irritating to the hands, it is instantly soluble for effective rinsing 
without excessive water consumption. The delicate scent remains persistent in the garments for days. 
RECOMMENDED DOSES OF THE CONCENTRATE 
- in the washing machine 4/5 kg 100ml; 
- 6/7 kg 35ml; 
- by hand 20 ml 
 
 
FEATURES 
Composition: Alkyl ester ammonium 
 
  
Nb: - The content of this documentation results from our knowledge and experience on the product. It is 
given as an indication, it does not engage our responsibility for particular applications          


